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Abstract
We discuss our implementation and development of a matrix-chain product evaluation
facility in C++. The matrices in the product chain can be any of a set of predefined types.
Our implementation consists of several basic components. The first component generates
the essential matrix-chain operand characteristics. The second receives those
characteristics then computes an optimal associative ordering using a memoized dynamic
programming algorithm. The product can then be performed in that optimal associative
ordering. In our implementation, we are extending the algorithm to be able to incorporate
the scalar multiplication counts for various combinations of different matrix classes.

1 Introduction
A matrix product exists only if the pair of matrix operands are conformal, i.e. the number
of columns of the left operand matrix must equal the number of rows of the right operand
matrix, e.g. for the matrix product,𝐴𝑖×𝑗 𝐵 𝑘×𝑙 , 𝑗 ≡ 𝑘. The product of a sequence of
conformal matrices is a matrix-chain, represented as:
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The set of matrices is associative under multiplication. For example, the product of the
conformal matrices A, B, & C yields the same value regardless of ordering, i.e.
(𝐴 × 𝐵) × 𝐶 ≡ 𝐴 × (𝐵 × 𝐶).
However, when the product of a sequence of conformal matrices, of differing sizes, is
performed, the number of scalar multiplication operations required can vary depending
on the associative ordering. The number of scalar multiplication operations is a direct
function of the associative ordering of that product. For any matrix-chain, there will be
one or more orderings that require the fewest scalar multiplication operations. We term
those associative orderings requiring the fewest scalar multiplication operations optimal
orderings. The size of the search space as a function of the number of matrices for the
optimal ordering exhibits (exponential) combinatorial growth proportional to the growth
of the sequence of Catalan numbers Ω(4𝑛 /𝑛3/2 )[1]. A greedy approach to finding an
optimal ordering may fail with this type of problem, but an optimal solution will have the
property of optimal substructure wherein the optimal solution is composed of optimal
subproblems [2, p.327]. So we employ dynamic programming via memoization
(maintaining a table of subproblem solutions) [2, p. 347] to compute an optimal ordering
in polynomial time Ω(𝑛3 ) and spaceΩ(𝑛2 ). The algorithm we used is not novel. In fact,
the matrix-chain optimality problem often motivates the pedagogical development and
justification of the dynamic programming technique in standard algorithm analysis
textbooks [2, p. 331; 9, p. 105; 8, p. 320; 7, p. 457].
Current examples of the matrix-chain product algorithm consider only operands which
are only general matrices of the same precision [2]. But in practice, we can also consider
specialized matrix types because the matrices can be sub-typed into a myriad of
conventional categories, many of which have either differing operation counts for matrix
products having the same complexity, or differing complexities for the product of the
respective matrix operands [1]. Therefore, we provide a facility by which a class returns
an optimal ordering of the matrix-chain product optionally with the number of operation
counts.
Our objective is to provide an application programmer with classes which perform an
optimal matrix-chain product using a minimum number of scalar multiplication
operations. At this early stage, we are providing a proof of concept of the utility of
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exploiting matrix specialization. The matrix classes that we implemented augment those
in the Template Numerical Toolkit (TNT) library. The TNT is an open source collection
of interfaces and reference implementations of vector and matrix based numerical classes
useful for scientific computing in C++ [4]. Our facility evaluates and extracts the matrixchain operands coded by the programmer efficiently and returns an associative ordering
of the matrices along with its scalar multiplication operation count (the measure we are
minimizing).

1.1 Computation of scalar multiplication operation count
i j
k j
The product 𝐶
= 𝐴ik 𝐵
, where A and B are general matrices, results in a
general matrix, C, and requires the following number of scalar multiplication operations
in equation
(1)
i jk

The general matrix-matrix product is an example of a level 3 BLAS (Basic Linear
Algebra Subroutines) [10] operation. Changing the matrix type can change the scalar
operation count. For example, we can pre- or post-multiply the dense matrix by a
diagonal matrix.
A diagonal matrix has non-zero entries only on the main diagonal. Since the elements in
the matrix off diagonal are all zero, there is no need to perform the scalar multiplication
and additions involving those zero entries. Therefore, those operations will not be
counted. Consider the following dense-diagonal matrix product,
1 2 4
4 5 6
789

100
010
001

1∗1 2∗1 4∗1
= 4∗1 5∗1 6∗1
7∗1 8∗1 9∗1

124
= 456
789

(2)

We see in Equation (2) that the additions and multiplications with zero elements can be
ignored. So the total number of scalar operations are 9 which is half less than the total
number of operations when we apply (1). Therefore, multiplying an i  j dense matrix
type with a j  j diagonal matrix type results in an i  j dense matrix. And the number
of scalar multiplication operations is calculated using the equation

i j

(3)

A triangular matrix is a square matrix where the entries either below or above the
diagonal are zero. Consider the following lower triangular-dense matrix product,
100
230
456

1∗1
1∗2
1∗3
123
2∗2+3∗5
2∗3+3∗6
456 = 2∗1+3∗4
4∗1+5∗4+6∗7 4∗2+5∗5+6∗8 4∗3+5∗6+6∗9
789
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(4)

We see in Equation (4) that the total number of scalar operations is 18 which is less than
the total number of operations when we apply Equation (1), 27. Therefore, multiplying an
i  j dense matrix with a j  j lower triangular matrix. The number of scalar
multiplication operations is calculated using the equation
𝑗
𝑎=1

a j

(5)

Our intention is to support the set of matrix types supported by the dense BLAS. Dense
BLAS has become a defacto computation kernel of many libraries that perform matrix
computations. We have not resolved how to design non squared patterned matrices.

1.2 Object Oriented Design
C++ supports object oriented programming which focuses on encapsulation,
polymorphism, modularity and inheritance. Our matrix classes are based on those that are
in the TNT following the principles of object oriented design. The specialized matrix
classes that we developed are inherited from a basic matrix class in the TNT. We reused
and extended the existing base class matrix via virtualization. Thus we achieved
inheritance by obtaining the hierarchical relationships between the classes as shown in
figure 1.
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Figure 1: Specialization of matrix classes inherited from Matrix [3]
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1.3 Modified dynamic programming algorithm for matrix-chain product
The following dynamic programming algorithm demonstrates how we handle different
matrix types for the optimal associative ordering. A vector of pointers of matrix type is
passed to this routine. The matrices could be any of a set of predefined types.
Matrix-chain-order(vp)
n ← length[vp] – 1
p ← getdimensions(vp)
op ← 0
tempOp ← 0
for i ← 1 to n do
m(f1(i,i)) ← 0
tempS(f1(i,i))← 0
for l ← 2 to n do
for i ← 1 to n – l + 1 do
m(f1(i, j)) ← INT_MAX
for k ← i to j – 1 do
q ← f2(m(f1(i,k)))+f2(m(f1(k+1,j)))+
f3(p[i-1],[j],[k])
if(q < m(f1(i, j))) then
m(f1(i, j)) ← q
s(f1(i, j)) ← k
op ← q
end if
tempS(f1(i, j)) ← k
tempOp ← q
return m, s,tempS,op,tempOp
The complete internal details are not provided here in the psuedocode. The values of m
and s are stored in a packed storage format. Packed storage is a space-efficient way to
store elements in a single dimension array by eliminating zero elements [5]. Function f1
is used to calculate the index to store the non-zero elements into a packed array. Function
f2 is used to identify the type of matrix. Function f3 calculates the number of scalar
operations using any of the Equations (1), (3) or (5).

1.4 Results
Testing the algorithm with different combinations of general, dense-diagonal and densetriangular matrices, we produced the following results which demonstrate that the optimal
associative matrix-chain product ordering can change for fixed matrix dimensions when
matrix specialization is exploited. The result using specialization is compared to the
result using no specialization. Consider the sequence of four matrices
3𝑥4 4𝑥3 3𝑥3
𝐴1𝑥3
𝐺 𝐵𝐷 𝐶𝐺 𝐷𝐷 .
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The subscripts G and D denote general dense and diagonal matrix types. The optimal
ordering for this sequence is ( A( B(CD))) with 10 scalar operations. Using the same
sequence with the original version of algorithm resulted in the same optimal sequence
( A( B(CD))) but with 27 scalar operations.

Matrix Type

Sequence

General

4𝑥4 4𝑥4 4𝑥2
𝐴2𝑥4
𝐺 𝐵𝐺 𝐶𝐺 𝐷𝐺

Specialized

4𝑥4 4𝑥4 4𝑥2
𝐴2𝑥4
𝐺 𝐵𝐷 𝐶𝐷 𝐷𝐺

Optimal Ordering
𝐴 𝐵 𝐶𝐷
(𝐴 𝐵𝐶 𝐷 )

Operation Count
80
28

Table 1: General vs. Specialized matrix types
Table 1 shows different optimal orderings for a fixed set of matrix dimensions of general
and specialized version. We observe that the matrix-chain product can be performed
more efficiently when we can specialize the matrix types.

2 Conclusions
We provided a class method in C++ which implements the standard algorithm for
optimizing the matrix chain product for general matrices. We then augmented that facility
to exploit different fundamental dense matrix shapes. We provided examples where the
optimal ordering changes when considering specific shaped rather than general matrices.
The implementation is carried in the following steps. The first step provides the essential
matrix-chain operand characteristics to a dynamic programming based solver which
accepts a variable number of arguments and computes an optimal associative ordering.
Then the product can be performed in the order as specified by the algorithm.

2.1 Further Developments
At our present stage of development, there are unresolved issues relating to whether some
types of shaped matrices (e.g. diagonal and triangular) can be non-square. Our
implementation can be extended to the remaining matrix types in the BLAS then to the
additional matrix types as listed in [1]. Additionally, matrix-chain multiplication can be
performed at compile time by the application of the template facility in C++. A
programmer could then code the matrix-chain as an expression. The matrix-chain
expression could then be preprocessed at compile time to generate the optimal matrixchain ordering for the run-time computation of the product thereby increasing efficiency
[3]. This is termed as metaprogramming. The matrix-chain expression can be evaluated
by a technique called expression templates [11] which is implemented by overloading
binary operators [6].
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